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Part 1: Complete each blank with ONE given word. There are more words than needed.
(1.5m)
Therefore do on in
which unless because so then have
1. The South Vietnam was completely liberated ………….. 30th April, 1975.
2. The animal ……………………was chosen to be the logo of Sea Games 2003 in Vietnam is the
Buffalo.
3. Nobody has finished the English test, ......................they ?
4. I’m learning English ……………….I want to get a good job after school.
5. They said Minh was practicing the guitar ……………..
6. Our little son was sleepy when we were walking to the park; ……………………., we went home
early.
Part 2: Match the beginnings to the correct endings. Number 0 is an example. (1.5m)
Beginnings
0. E The exam was
1. Would you like some more bread?
2. What would you like to drink?
3. Although he wasn’t invited,
4. If people use public transport,
5. Lan cancelled the picnic
6. You will speak English well

Endings
A. there will be less pollution.
B. because the weather was bad.
C. he went to the party.
D. if you have more practice.
E. more difficult than I expected.
F. Milk, please.
G. No, thanks.

Part 3: Give the correct form of the verb or the word in brackets. (2,0 ms)
1. He had a bad fall while he (repair ).............................. his roof.
2. The weather is terrible today. If the weather were good, I (go).................for a walk.
3. They (not finish)……………………......their homework yet.
4. A supermarket (build)………………….………….in my neighborhood next month.
5. Tet is one of the most (importance)………………….celebrations for Vietnamese.
6. Our football team couldn't win the match. We were (success)........................................
7. He has (kind).........................provided a picnic lunch for us.
8. Reading books is helpful to develop the students’ (know)…………………………..
Part 4: Each sentence has a mistake. Find the mistakes and correct them. (1.0m)
1. The house was complete destroyed by the fire.
2. Peter and his friend used to fishing during the summer weeks.
3. Nga suggests that I should take showers instead on baths to save water .
4. She wish she could go to see all the wonders which have been recognized by UNESCO.
Part 5: Complete the second sentence so that it has the same meaning as the first one. Use NO
MORE THAN FOUR WORDS. (2.0ms)
1. “May we use the computer now?” they said to the teacher.
->They asked the……………………………………..…………use the computer then.
2. They have just introduced a new style of jeans in the USA.
-> A new style of jeans ....................................................................... in the USA.
3. Lan doesn’t live in Ho Chi Minh city. Therefore, she doesn’t visit Saigon Water Park.
-> Lan would visit Saigon Water Park..........................................………………. Ho Chi Minh city.
4. I bought the chair yesterday. It is broken.

-> The chair…………………………………………………………………is broken.
Part 6: Complete each space with one of the words given below. Make changes if necessary.
(1,0 m)
rapid
child
sit
discover
go
change
repeat
Children’s education is (1)………………..……. rapidly today. In the past, teachers made
children (2)…………………….. still for hours. They made them memorize all sorts of things. In
other words, children had to go on (3)…………………. things until they knew them by heart.
Today, many teachers wonder if it possible to make children learn at all. They say you can only help
them learn. They say you must let children learn and (4)…………………..….things for themselves.
Part 7: Read the following passage and decide if the statements that follow are TRUE or
FALSE. (1,0m)
John Baines is an environmentalist. He is interested in all things to do with the environment and
the need to protect it. Two years ago, he got his bicycle out of the garage and repaired it, and now
he uses it as much as possible. He uses his car less. He tries to do ten percent fewer miles every
year, so last year he drove eleven thousand miles, and this year he’s going to try to do only ten
thousand. This doesn’t mean he travels less, this means he walks more. When he does shopping, he
always walks now. He uses public transport when he can, usually going by bus. His car runs on
unleaded petrol because it’s cheaper and it keeps the air cleaner. About in the home, he saves as
much as he can. He doesn’t throw rubbish away. He has different bags for different things.
QUESTIONS:
1. John wants to protect the environment.
2. Nowadays he uses bicycle as much as possible.
3. This year he is going to drive eleven thousand miles.
4. He always goes shopping by bus.
.
---------The end---------

